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Christopher Sutton, owner and director of UK based Easy Ear
Training Ltd. has experience in music that runs deep. Born
and raised in London, Sutton began his musical education at
an early age, studying and playing saxophone, piano, electric
guitar and singing in choir and a barbershop quartet in school.
While following his passion for all things musical, Sutton also
nurtured an interest in computers and how they worked.
Graduating with an honors degree in Computer Science from
Gonville and Caius College, Cambridge, followed by a
Masters Degree in Digital Music at the University of London,
Sutton has combined his two passions into a career that sees him pioneering products to
match the needs and demands of today’s musicians.
Sutton began work in 2006 for Centre For Digital Music, developing an automatic playlist
generation tool for iTunes called SoundBite. His work at the Centre For Digital Music has
led him to take his education and innate abilities and found Easy Ear Training in 2009,
developing RelativePitch for the iPhone, an app that teaches ear training to musicians and
audio professionals. What began as a labor of love has quickly become the premier music
training app in the Apple App Store, featured for two weeks in November 2009. Fusing his
knowledge and dreams, Sutton has fulfilled a void in the music software world and in the
process pioneered a new era in ear training for serious musicians and audio professionals.
Determined to provide a core resource for musicians, Sutton has also launched a website at
www.EasyEarTraining.com that is a source of education as well as a repository of articles,
tips and reviews of music products, as well as providing a forum for consumers to discuss all
aspects of music training.
With 6 years of training behind him, and boundless enthusiasm Sutton is sure to be one of the
industry leaders in providing high-quality, accessible training products to the music
community.
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